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Dear Neighbors and Supporters,
 
You can connect with me any time at cameronforgolden.org.  I'll be taking an oath on
Tuesday the 11th to defend the constitution and the laws and regulations of the city of
Golden.  Thanks to you I get to show my commitment to keeping Golden awesome! 
Tune in or come to city hall at 6:30 to join in.

1. Last month I asked what you thought about opening Mesa Drive to through traffic from
Ford St. to 93.  The survey is still open and you can see details on my blog.  But the
main takeaway is this.  The disruption to the corridor is too high relative to the demand to
open it up.  I will be letting this issue subside unless there is a very strong interest in the
community (and it is widely supported by those impacted).  58% oppose.  Not many
people voted, maybe another indication that it is not a hot issue for many.
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, "

Sandy Miller wrote, "We had an extensive discussion around the dinner table regarding
this topic. Our daughter (13) pointed out something that was not articulated in the
background to the survey which is: the impact that a road would have on the wildlife
corridor that runs along the creek and into tucker gulch. Our house backs up to tucker
gulch and we are acutely aware of the animals that use this green space including bears,
bobcats, mountain lions, deer, an occasional moose, etc. It seems like the construction
of a road so close to the drainage would impact this space for those animals. Even
though the road would make our access to 93 much more convenient, I am ultimately
against the connector because of the noise it would bring to the drainage and to Norman
D park. We do not need more pavement in our neighborhood for the sole purpose of
making it more convenient for car transport."

2. Sugary Drinks are a topic of discussion.  Should city council tell restaurants what
drinks to offer in kids meals?  See my blog post about this, and answer the one question
survey so I can know where you stand.  I will share results of the poll with city council. 
Click on the image to learn more.
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3. How many people, perhaps even you, made a new year's resolution to be healthier in
2022?  See how you can help the city of Golden be healthy in our parks around the
reduced use of pesticides.  And get ideas for your home too, to use fewer harsh
chemicals.  Click here, or on the picture below.

Always feel free to reach me at my website, set up a meeting.  Let's run, walk or bike
together if you'd like!

Peace,

Don

Feel free to forward this to friends or neighbors who may like to get more information.

Want to know even more?  Two other councilors have websites too, JJTrout and Bill
Fisher
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